Speaker Biographies
Dr Mary Canning
Mary Canning is a Principal with Epidarex Capital; a venture fund investing in
early-stage, high growth life science companies in the UK and US. Epidarex
focuses on uder-ventured regions with excellent science, working with
universities and entrepreneurs to build ground-breaking companies from
scratch. Prior to joining Epidarex, she had 8 years of experience in the
commercialization of early-stage health science technologies. As a Business
Manager with The Medical Research Council Technology (MRCT) she was
responsible for the exploitation of intellectual property arising from a number of
MRC Units. She previously worked with the Scottish Enterprise Proof of Concept
Programme, building and funding spin-out companies from leading Scottish
academic institutions. Mary has a Ph.D. in molecular biology from the University
of Edinburgh.

Megan Briggs
Megan is an Associate in Burness Paull’s Dispute Resolution team working in the
contentious IP and Technology practice. Megan advises on disputes concerning
patents, trade marks, software, design rights, copyright and confidential
information and regularly acts for clients in the Court of Session. Megan has
appeared on BBC Radio Scotland discussing recent intellectual property/brand
protection developments and news stories. Megan sits on the IP Inclusive
Women in IP committee and regularly hosts and attends events regarding the
diversity and inclusion of professionals within the intellectual property
profession. She is highly regarded for her IP work and was described by clients in
Managing IP 2018 as: “diligent” with “great attention to detail” and noted as a
“rising star” in 2019.

Paul Scullion
Paul is a Senior Associate in the Corporate Finance team at leading commercial
law firm Burness Paull. He has over a decade’s experience of venture capital
transaction, whether that be advising some of Scotland’s most prolific investors
on their investments into start-up or scale-up businesses, or advising exciting
and innovative Scottish technology companies on their fundraising processes.
He also has substantial experience advising on company sales and acquisitions,
including exits to major multinational buyers. He was named an “Associate to
Watch” in the 2019 Chambers rankings.

Phil Hall

Craig Allan

Phil Hall and Craig Allan are Senior Legal Counsels in NatWest’s Outsourcing, Technology & IP Legal
team and provide legal advice on all elements of technology, innovation and outsourcing. Before joining
the team, Phil worked in private practice as a commercial litigator, developing a specialism in
technology and outsourcing disputes, and Craig worked in private practice and also as an in-house
counsel at a global provider of information technology services.

